
CITYMATETM

PRIMA LINEA 50L



Stylish and recognizable

Dimensions

Volume (L) 50

Height (mm) ~ 840

Diameter (mm) ~ 350

Weight (kg) ~ 6

Integrates perfectly into the urban image  
PRIMA LINEA 50L

 � Designed by Marta de Vilallonga
 �  Broad, rounded lid protects the inner bin from 

rainwater
 �  Easy emptying thanks to the body, which can be 

tilted forwards, and the effortless bin removal via an 
integrated handle

 � Minimalist Cigarette extinguisher
 � Stainless steel ashtray, Optional
 �  Customizable: in-mold insert, thermo-engraving or 

vinyl on the front band
 � RFID chip implantation possible
 � Ideal element of urban 3 litter bins recycling islands



OPTIONS

EMPTYING AND MAINTENANCE

INSTALLATION

Grey Madrid GD
RAL 7043

Grey AT
RAL 7021

Yellow JA
RAL 1018

Blue BN
RAL 5007

COLOURS

Brown MR 
RAL 8025

Green VJ
RAL 6011

Orange OF
PANTONE 167 C

British Green VF
PANTONE 5535 C 

Complete bin (structure, bin, lid)

Lid (optional)

The basket 
automatically  
tips forwards

Hand grip on  
the basket.

AUTOMATIC 

Unlock with a 
triangular key

Cigarette 
extinguisher

Stainless Steel 
Ashtray

This model allows it to be fitted to an existing post or supporting element, such as streetlights, signals, traffic lights, etc. It is also possible to install 
it on its own pole and even the installation of three units on the same pole. The installation either to its own post or supporting element is produced 
by means of straps and buckles that join the body of the bin with the corresponding pole  

Fraction labelling with 
colored lid

RFID Chip

CITYMATE™ LITTER BINS

Dimensions and colours may vary due to production conditions. The specified empty weights are rounded average based on the standard specifications. The 
actual weight may be different as a result of production conditions and specifications. Wide range of non-standard colors to choose from upon request of 
minimum quantities.
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